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Hours of leisure
Miles of pleasure

GCC at its best

Great kit – but the models!!! The 2017 Tour of Flanders (race??) team l-r Graham
Terry, David Evans, John Milner, Steve Harrington and Tony Jacobs. Another very
successful GCC trip organized by Steve and ‘team bus’ courtesy of Graham.
Dear Graeme, (Moir)

C
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B

Thanks for promoting this event once again for the KCA. You probably know I am now
the official Marshal Secretary after 3 years of doing the job unofficially and it is a
thankless task with some of our clubs. Getting their quota of marshalling duties out of
a few of them is like pulling teeth. However, I never have to worry about the
Gravesend promotion so please thank your club for their help on behalf of me and the
KCA. Regards,
Pat (Hill – KCA President)
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Results
19/3/17(Sun) GCC 10
N Harrigan v
R Key
R Turk v
M Jones v
D Barnes v
K Ward v
C Abbotts jvl

Q10/24
25.40
28.01
30.38
30.53
33.12
37.51
42.16

26/3/17(Sun) GCC 10
N Harrigan v
R Turk v
Kate Savage
K Ward v

Q10/24
24.22
28.31
30.38
33.19

26/3/17 Southern Co G25/43
A Gibson v
1.10.36
3/4/17 Lea Valley
A Gibson v
4/4/17
GCC 10
L Gower
S Harrington
L Harrington
R Turk v
Kate Savage
B Wilson v
M Harrington v
C Abbotts jvl

E2/25
58.09PB
Q10/24
26.30
26.38
26.39
27.25
27.26
30.00
30.48
34.50

9/4/17 Sydenham Whs Q10/20
N Harrigan
8th
22.20
11/4/17 GCC 10
R Smith v
S Harrington
L Gower
R Turk v
M Simms v
Kate Savage
B Wilson v
M Harrington v
C Abbotts jvl

Q10/24
24.30
26.22
26.32
27.15
29.00
29.13
30.33
31.41
34.20PB

12/4/17 Wigmore
B Wilson v

Q10/20
31.20
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14/4/17 Crawley Whs 41.5m GS196
N Harrigan v
1.41.56 (10th)
A Gibson v
1.55.49 cpb
18/4/17 GCC 10
S Harrington
L Harrington
R Turk v
Kate Savage
B Wilson v
M Harrington v
L Gower
C Abbotts jvl

Q10/24
26.06
26.50
27.19
29.17
30.05
30.30
31.23
37.27

19/4/17 Wigmore
B Wilson v

Q10/20
31.08

23/4/17 KCA 10
C Abbotts jvl (2nd jvl)

Q10/22
35.39

25/4/17 GCC 10
N Harrigan v
R Smith v
L Gower
R Turk v
Kate Savage
K Ward v
B Wilson v
C Abbotts jvl

Q10/24
22.49
25.31
26,52
27.02
29.56
31.03
31.15
38.37

30/4/17 Welsh CA
A Gibson v

R25/3H
1.00.31

2/5/17 GCC 10
R Turk v
D Barnes v
Kate Savage
M Harrington v
C Abbotts jvl

Q10/24
25.40
27.40
28.28
30.25
34.34

7/5/17 Charloteville CC H50/8
A Gibson v
2.09.23PB
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9/5/17 GCC 10
D Evans
R Turk v
D Barnes v
J Smith v
Kate Savage
M Simms v
B Wilson v
M Harrington v
C Abbotts jvl

Q10/24
25.24
25.48
27.50
27.58
28.57
29.08
29.26
31.12
34.38

10/5/17 Ashford Whs Q10/1
D Barnes v
26.56
B Wilson v
28.05

16/5/17 GCC 10
D Evans
S Harrington
R Turk v

10/24
25.05
25.17
25.36PB

L Harrington
J Wade
B Wilson v
Kate Savage
K Ward v
C Abbotts jvl

26.15
27.21
28.51
28.53
29.26
35.33

J Wade
D Barnes v
M Simms v
B Wilson v
M Harrington v
C Abbotts jvl

26.25
27.41
28.30
28.41cpb
30.02
35.20

23/5/17 GCC 10
G Terry v
S Harrington
L Harrington

Q10/24
24.33
25.35
26.20

24/5/17 Ashford Whs Q10/1
D Barnes v
25.46
B Wilson v
26.55PB

Road Racing
Hillingdon Circuit
J Wade
14th/60

14/5/17 San Fairy Ann Q50/1
A Gibson v
2.20.04

Sportives
Etape Caledonian 81m
K Savage - 4 hrs 24 mins 46 secs 7th (60)in age category and 31st
(487)female overall.

Leon has a mini camera fitted to his
downtube and these are 3 of his
pictures. The two on the left are from
Dave Evan’s Deal ride and the one
above was on what looks like a wet Club
Run. Top left John Milner taking the
photo? Dave Evans in yellow, Leon to
his right; Dave French in green??
Thanks Leon.
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This & that …………..
*
A big welcome to new member Martin Nutton - we hope you will enjoy your riding
with us and gradually become part of the ‘family’.
*
Well done to Graeme Moir for organizing and running the KCA 10 time trial in April.
And thanks to the band of GCC volunteers who helped out – Kate Savage, Patrick
McMaster, Dave Barclay, Mike Coulter, Andy Sangster, Jason Tibbs, Dave Abbotts, Mike
Savage doing the photography and Marlene & Jack Sangster and Wendy ……. running the
refreshment bar.
Why does this matter? As Members of the KCA(Kent Cycling Association) we are expected to
do marshalling duties at KCA events as determined by the KCA. Graeme organizing this race
‘staffed’ by GCC members let us out of any other duty. So thanks Graeme. See the KCA
Presidents comment on the front page are vindication of a job well done.
*
they say a zebra doesn’t change its stripes or a leopard its spots, but miracles do
happen – Bob Wilson is now resplendent in a current GCC top and setting PBs as a result. I
expect he still wears the old 1980s one underneath though!! Well done Bob.
*
thanks to Steve Harrington and Bob Wilson for helping out with the running the 10s
on the two weeks I was away. They did it so well I’m planning some more time off!!
*
congratulations to Cameron Abbotts who rode the KCA 10 and claimed 2nd Juvenile
– medal to follow
*
congratulations & thanks to Roger Stevens for organizing another highly successful
Jumble in February. Thanks also to the helpers Patrick McMaster, Steve Harrington, Mike
Coulter, and the Sangster ‘gang’ doing the refreshments – Andy, Jacinta, Marlene, Jack &
Harry. This was a great success bringing the Club another £400+ profit. There were 21
tables inside and 10 outside. The weather was fine and helped as did being able to use the
field for parking. Again there was very positive feedback from traders and punters.
A particular sense of achievement can be relished in that Steve obtained an ‘early-bird’ entry
fee from a trader renowned for avoiding payment!!
*
thanks to Dave Abbotts who is helping to time keep this season and is keeping the
Handicap competition stats up-to-date weekly. See latest standings later in the Newsletter.
*
Forthcoming Event - the annual Bike Around Brands in aid of Ellenor and run by the
Lions. We usually turn out for this so make a note in your diary – FRIDAY 11 AUGUST at …
Brands Hatch no less!!!
*

Congratulations to Steve Harrington for completing his Half Ironman in Vietnam.

*
Graeme Moir needs to be mentioned in dispatches again for his recommendation to
view the Quest tv channel on Freeview 37 for the Giro highlights. Added to the viewing is
that southern Irish lilt of Sean Kelly – worth listening to just for that. A brownie point for
that Graeme!!.
*
Would you adam & eve it if you hadn’t heard or seen if for yourself. A rider with a
keen photographer for a partner goes miles, and I mean miles, to an event. The ‘snapper’
doesn’t take a picture of his other half. Advice = contact www.webuyanypartner.com.
Good job the Editior has his own sources to call on!!. Then secondly one of our European
members comes to ride the 10, but, unlike every other rider who is only entitled to
GCC- www.gravesendcc.org.uk
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negotiate one roundabout for the said £4 he has to get in 3!! Is it any wonder Brexit means
Brexit for some. £4 = 1 roundabout , ok, irrespective of nationality and whether we are in or
out of the EU!!! You get a free entry next time – but only 1 ro…… remember!!!
*
Good to see and hear Graham Terry back racing again – he certainly talks a good
time ….or is that a long time. Good to see you back in the fold.
*
John Milner has friend who has a stack of old Rouleur magazines to go – so if you
are interested contact John.
*
Just received a flyer about a cycling novel – ‘Not to the Swiftest – the rise and fall of
a racing cyclist’ by Michael Scott £5.72 via Amazon.
*
Hawley Garden Centre has emailed to say “ just to inform you that we welcome
cycling groups to our centre to shop, use the restroom, and purchase some refreshments.
We are now also stocking cycling gear to assist with your rides. Please feel free to come over
either on a ride or individually to have a look”.

our Ocean Lake Tri oracle reliably informs me that the café at Cyclopark is going to
*
be run by Kelly Holmes’ 1086 organization. Hopefully still some good cappuccinos but we
don’t have to run round the track to get them. Steve says there was an article in the Kent
Messenger - http://www.kentonline.co.uk/gravesend/news/celebrity-to-launch-cafe-at-

126193/

France, the Pyrenees & September
After a very successful and enjoyable trip to the Tour of Flanders, we are starting to look
ahead to our summer trip. After four years we are returning to the Pyrenees to tackle the
Col Du Tourmalet (amongst others). We are looking at going the second weekend in
September: we would leave on Friday 8th and return on the Tuesday 12th. We have a few
hotels lined up, however these will vary depending on numbers. At the moment we just
want to get an idea of who would be interested in coming. A rough guide of the price would
be around £300 to £400 (as an estimate) but this would vary depending on numbers and the
amount of vehicles we need to take. If you’re interested in coming, let me know and once
we have a number I will let you know the costs before we book anything up.

Steve Harrington 07946844152
Ed – if you are interested look back via the GCC website at issues 65 & 66 of 2012 of
the Newsletter. I can thoroughly recommend it.

London – Brighton (54m)

with Kent Association for the Blind - 17 September

The £42 registration fee include buffet lunch, water, mechanical help and bus back to the
start. To get the cheap entry fee of £42 per person we need 19 people, so far we have 10. If
we go over the 19 then all the better as the price will go down. If any of your member
would like to join us, they need to contact me traci.powers@kab.org.uk
or on 01622691357. If you care to raise any additional sponsorship then this would be much
appreciated.
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Etape Caledonia Sportive (81 m) ridden & written by Kate Savage
Overall time 4 hrs 24 mins 46 secs - 7th (60)in my category and 31st (487)female overall.
The day started well with the weather looking promising – BBC promised me no wind, no
rain but a bit over cast. The reality however was very different; stood on the start line it
started raining and it would actually rain off and on all the way round!
As always, the event was well organized with an efficiency you would
mistake for being in Germany!! I had a good first half reaching 40 miles
in 2 hours and 6 minutes. I then did a quick check of how the legs were
feeling and decided I was perhaps a bit ambitious in the first half and
my legs would regret it later on!! At the top of the mountain my eversuffering husband was there to greet me as always and sent me on my
merry way with the ever encouraging and motivating words of “you’re
not going very fast are you?!?!?!”
After the descent of the mountain I managed to get on the coat tails
of a good group and we worked well together. I even took my turn on
the front (which for those of you that have ridden with me on club
runs know that this is practically unheard of!!!). Sadly, there was a
major crash in our group with just 10 miles to go. One rider hit the
deck hard after losing his back wheel on the slippy white lines and unfortunately a game of
dominoes then commenced. I managed to stay upright despite my neighbouring rider
clipping my wheel/handlebar (still not sure how I stayed upright at this point!!) so I carried
on but feeling a little shakey by the experience.
The last 5 miles has a real sting in the tail with some very short sharp climbs but as you
know that you’re near the finish so you plod on regardless. The finish line was soon upon us
and I found myself being projected across the finish line by a French rider ‘David’ as his way
of saying thank you for pacing him up the mountain (I hadn’t realised I had!!!)
As always, I loved the event and hopefully will be back again next year. You never know,
maybe we could make a GCC peloton next year!!!!
Ed – that’s an excellent result in the Ladies category – that’s in the top 11-12%! We’ll be
asking for autographs soon….or appearance money!!

France …. & July????
I suppose les personnes ordinaires might say Tour de France, but that is so ‘last season’.
Those in the known, the modern younger cycling cognoscenti, will be lining the roads hoping
to catch a glimpse of Gravesend Cycling Club’s Kate Savage, on her 300 mile London to Paris
ride, July 20-22. Three 100 mile days should see her there.
Kate is doing this to raise money for the Alzheimer’s Society in memory of her nan. She
would be grateful of and appreciate your support – especially financial and the Just Giving
link is http://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Kate-Savage3
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by Bob Wilson

Bob & Megan Wilson rode the 66 kilometres route, whilst Neil Midgley, (Second Claim and
First Claim in Lewis Wanders RC), rode the 102 kilometers route........for the stronger riders!
Start of both routes was within the grounds of the Observation Scientific Centre in
Herstmonceux.
In total over 280 rides took part enjoying the chilly and then mild sunny morning conditions.
Sean Yates and partner Abby Pulman rode in the 66K Group.
Megan and I rode with Sean Yates and Abby, for myself it
was a total pleasure meeting and riding with such a talented
ex professional rider, chatting away about his professional
exploits and highs of his career........Sean has now retired
from cycling after assisting the now ceased Professional
Tinkoff Team with his professional advice and training
schedules for their pro team..... including Peter Sagan.
A very comprehensive feed station was positioned at the half
way point with hot Belgium soup and cold savoury treats
with many high energy protein bars and cakes for both
routes Support motor cyclist and motor cars were in
constant touch by radio and mobiles for those who needed
mechanical assistance or recovery due to mechanical faults
beyond repair but the worst incident was only a cyclist with a
snapped chain on one of the hills.
Both routes were very lumpy and took in all the hills around the circuit. Each cyclist had a
transponder so every time was recorded and logged. Our route was very technical with
many uphill stretches and very technical downhill sections, taking in the B roads with very
little traffic, one noticeable point was the fact motorist in this area are very used to cyclists
and always give way on the B roads, which was a pleasure to witness and a level of respect
to all cyclists.
Once finished Sportive Medals were offered and a free bottle of Special Ale, provided by
courtesy of www.beermebrewery.com, always a refreshing benefit and aiding recovery!
The biggest high light of the days from my side was talking
with Sean Yates, gaining his autograph on my, "Cycling
Weekly, July 16, 1994" - when Sean Yates was in Yellow,
during the Tour De France
when it visited UK for a few
days....... also having my
photograph taken with a
legend.
All in all, a very enjoyable days
riding with a great hero of
cycling.......I will be entering
this event next year and hope
many others will do likewise from GCC.
GCC- www.gravesendcc.org.uk
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Belgium………….

for most of us it would be to ride the cobbles or watch a
Spring Classic but not for one of these white-helmeted chaps, eh? And that one
is one of our club members and competitive TT riders. Who is it? Is it the
driver or navigator? He has been know to ‘pluck a good string’ as well.!!!! (Great
picture as well)

GCC Handicap competition – administered and calculated by David Abbotts
For those having completed 5 events then the standings are
Roger Turk
19.34
Bob Wilson
19.38
Cameron Abbotts
20.12
Steve Harrington
21.00
Mike Harrington
21.02
Kate Savage
21.17

(No one else has completed 5 rides yet)
Each rider is given a handicap time based on scratch being 20:00 minutes. The times are
based on last years and this years PB on the course and no other. Therefore if your fastest ride
is 25:37, your handicap time would be to the nearest 5 minutes 5:35 minutes, this handicap
time is then deducted from the riders actual time on the day. The handicap stays the same
each week unless you go faster than PB then I reduce it.
The table is then based on the riders 5 fastest handicap times averaged.

For Sale …………. from the man for all seasons Tony Jacobs.
I have some club kit items for sale if anyone interested let me know and I will bring
along to the next club night this Wednesday.
Arm warmers cost £16:00 and Leg warmers £23:00 size Large, have worn once but a
bit big. Will take £12 for the arm warmers and £19.00 for the leg warmers.
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Tony is one of the new breed of fast
racing cyclists with only arms and
legs. Brings new meaning to the
phrase ‘you should see him go’!!

VO2 Safari Sportive 90km

by Steve Hunter

VO2 are a new cycling group in Kent specialising in bikes builds and training cyclists to
compete at various levels. They manage 3 sportives a year in Kent and this year I booked all
3 to supplement my triathlon training and particularly to test my new time trial machine out
at the VO2 Safari Sportive from Lympne Animal Safari Park.
The 1st in the VO2 series was in March was from their base at Hildenborough and a 120km
route, which I have done before with lots of good climbs and well organised roads. But, The
Safari Sportive was new to me and took in routes of the Marshman Traithlon (on the same
day) and Wiggle’s Hellfire Corner sportive.
The purpose of this Safari sportive ride and route was to test my new TT bike that I’d built
and in readiness for my ETU Middle Distance Championship race in June, where I’ll be
competing as a GB Age Group competitor. The course was perfect - similar length and
slightly tougher than the profile in Herning Denmark. I was disappointed to find out from
Jimmy George (organiser) that rules and insurers did not allow Time Trial bikes or tribar
conversions to take part, so I had to rely on my trusty Focus Cayo road bike – well I thought,
comfort over speed.
VO2 start their sportives in blocks of about 20 riders and 1 minute intervals. After a nice
descent to get you into the rhythm and break the packs up a bit the road then flattens out
and heads southwards toward Dymchurch. This is a flat and only slightly rolling course with
a gentle head breeze all the way along the coast to Camber and I made good progress, with
the exception of my Garmin trying to direct me the wrong way off the course on 2 occasions.
The first allowed the VO2 team in a pack to pass by, I tried to catch up and tag on but they
were too far off so I progressed as a solo pack – still its good training for my ‘draft illegal’
event. With a target time of 3hours in my mind I peddled on.
Talking to a few cyclists at the post race coffee chat they commented that the climbs after
Rye up to Wittersham and Woodchurch were surprising difficult. Well, to me they were not,
they should try a few of the GCC Sunday ride outs, or Dave’s tours!! A few others seemed to
drop off pace as they passed the midway drink station where I peddled on toward the finish.
At 40km into the ride my legs started to wake up and get into cycling mode and I found the
hills not that bad, even doing some over-gearing practice. In the back of my mind was the
descent from the start also being a leg sapping rise to the finish and I didn’t want to blowout as I intended to put a one hour training run on the back of the sportive ride (stupidity to
most true cyclists I know).
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Crossing the line 2:58 I had achieved my target, put the Focus straight in the car and donned
my running shoes then trotted out of the park. The roads were not suited to run training and
I tried a few routes but they were too narrow so after 20minutes I decided to return back to
the event as I was yearning for the recovery coffee.
A highly recommended and well organised event which would be great fun in a group ride –
don’t run. The route takes in the coast of Kent out to Dungeness and Camber in a strong
head wind this will be a tough ride. Lesson learned – don’t rely on Garmin ‘it takes you the
wrong way!’ Follow the signs, enjoy the route.

(NB- no photos as Steve is counting on surprising as his secret weapon)

KIT

just to follow on from Steve’s earlier email re kit.

He wants

to put a new order in on June 1st so if you need kit please contact him
regarding how or what to order, if you are not sure. Otherwise use the
Champion website/ordering system. If in doubt check with him.
We have good stylish clothing – on and off the bike. It looks smart – not
something dreamt up by an abstract commercial artist!! That is why if you
are not in your 1st year free membership you should be riding in Club colours
if you enter events, races and/or sportives and sign in as Gravesend CC being
your ‘home’ club – after all you are representing the Club.
And, when we all ride together with the same kit, it does look impressive.
Don’t believe me – look at the photo on the front page or go a back through
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GCC 2017 Racing Progamme
TIME TRIALS
March 19
26

GCC 10 (road bikes only)
GCC 10 (road bikes only)

Sun
Sun

1100
1100

Q10/24
Q10/24

April

2
4
11
18
25
30

KCA 25/Eldridge Mem
GCC 10
(20 riders)
GCC10
(20 rdrs)
GCC 10
(25 rdrs)
GCC 10
(25 rdrs)
Wigmore CC 25

Sun
Tues
Tues
Tues
Tues
Sun

0700
1830
1830
1845
1845
0615

Q25/8
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q25/8

May

2
9
16
21
23
30

GCC 10
GCC 10
GCC 10
De Laune 25
GCC 10
GCC 10

Tues
Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues

1900
1900
1915
0700
1915
1915

Q10/24
Q10/24
Q10/24
Q25/20
Q10/24
Q10/24

June

4
6
11
13
18
20
27

KCA 50
GCC 10
KCA 100
GCC 10
VTTA 25
GCC 10
GCC 10

Sun
Tues
Sun
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues

0600
1915
0600
1915
0630
1915
1915

Q50/11
Q10/24
Q/100
Q10/24
Q25/8
Q10/24
Q10/24

July

4
11
16
18
25

GCC 10
GCC 10
VTTA 50
GCC 10
GCC 10

Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues

1915
1915
0630
1915
1915

Q10/24
Q10/24
Q50/11
Q10/24
Q10/24

August 1
8
13
15
22
27
29

GCC 10
GCC 10
KCA 50
GCC 10
GCC 10
Catford CC 25
GCC 10

Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues
Tues
Sun
Tues

1900
1900
0630
1845
1845
0700
1845

Q10/24
Q10/24 (max 35rdrs)
Q50/1
Q10/24 (30rdrs)
Q10/24 (30rdrs)
Q25/12
Q10/24 (25rdrs)

Sept

KCA 25
Hill Climb (Exedown)

Sun
Sun

0730
1100

Q25/10
QHC/1

10
17

(max 20rdrs)
(20 rdrs)
(25 rdrs)
(30 rdrs)

(NB – events in bold are qualifying events for the Club Championships)

TRACK
Bearsby Challenge Shield
Fastest timed lap of Cyclopark. If interested contact Mike Coulter
GCC- www.gravesendcc.org.uk
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2017 Awards – what you are competing for!
Gravesend BAR (Best All Rounder)
This is the lowest aggregated time for a 10*, 25, and 50 mile rides in Kent based
events. (* from a GCC Club 10)
Senior Men’s Championship
(The highest number of points accumulated*) from 5 Gravesend Championship events
with 2 events from the 50 and 100mile events. (*=under review)
Veterans’ Championship
(The highest number of points accumulated*) from 5 Gravesend Championship events
– with 2 events from 50 and 100mile events. Points will be calculated based on
veteran age standard times. (*=under review)
Evening 10 Championships – Seniors, Veterans, Juniors & Juveniles
The lowest total time of 5 events. (Times adjusted pro rata if non 10m course)
Bearsby Challenge Shield
This is a track award. The fastest flying lap of Cyclopark full circuit. Unlimited
attempts, but officially timed.
Handicap Championship
Each rider is given a handicap time based on scratch being 20:00 minutes. The times
are based on last years and this year’s PB on only the Q10/24. The handicap time is
then deducted from the riders actual time on the day. The handicap stays the same
each week unless you go faster than PB then I reduce it. The table is then based on
the riders 5 fastest handicap times averaged.
The Tom Taylor Trophy
The best improvement in a 10 mile time from the previous season to the current
season.
The Tom Medley Trophy
The time nearest to the hour in any event without breaking the hour
Hill Climb Championship
The rider with the fastest time in the Gravesend Hill Climb event.
The Eldridge Memorial Trophy
The first Gravesend rider in the designated Eldridge 25 mile time trial
Attendance Trophy
For the Gravesend member who has accumulated the most points by attending the
most Club activities. Attending any one activity gains 1 point. All activities carry
equal points – riding, Club night, marshalling, time keeping etc
Pym Hill Trophy
For outstanding contribution(s) to the Club during the season.
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Half Wheel Trophy
Awarded by the Runs’ Captain at his/her discretion for half wheeling or other
generally provocative tendencies with the bunch!

The Sydney William Goldsmith Trophy
Awarded at the discretion of the Club for any special achievement.
The Hinds Road Race Award
Awarded by the Club to recognise achievement(s) by a Gravesend rider in road
racing.
The Touring Award
Awarded by the Club to recognise achievement(s) by a Gravesend rider in cycle
touring.
The Mountain Bike Award
Awarded by the Club to recognise achievement(s) by a Gravesend rider in mountain
biking.
Ramsay Cup
A team award, awarded to the fastest team of 3 riders in the Ramsay Cup 25.
Wooden Spoon
Awarded, at the Club’s discretion, for an event or action which has caused a ‘stir’!

Ground Rules for Competitions
1.

In riding in these competitions it is expected that, if a winner, you will receive
your award at the annual Club Dinner and Presentation. (This is just showing
respect to those that have competed but have not been successful)

2.

It is your responsibility to send any event results, GCC, Open or otherwise to
the Race Secretary. GCC will not trawl around to find your results. You need
to provide (i) the promoting club (ii) course code (iii) date (iv) your time. If you
are submitting road race, mountain bike or touring results or information then
the corresponding information is required.

so don’t say you haven’t been told!
told!
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